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1 Microclimate

Term “Microclimate”

2 Mesoclimate

Microclimate, mesoclimate, and macroclimate can be differentiated based on
the relative size of each. According to
Wikipedia:
Microclimate 1 stretches from mere
metres to entire kilometres and can cover
a single room, meadow, or even just a
row of houses.

3 Macroclimate

The current focus in building technology is not on regional, national, or global
climate concerns, but rather on the demands of indoor environments. Even this
topic, however, can easily be subdivided
into three more nuanced areas:
air conditioning of whole rooms
air conditioning of room zones

Mesoclimate 2 refers to landscapes
and country regions up to a few hundred
kilometres in size.
Macroclimate 3 is continent-wide and
can encompass the entire planet.
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air conditioning of occupied zones
With this in mind, “microclimate” is
being used here to only refer to the
air conditioning of occupied zones.

2

Scope and
requirements

Unlike the requirements for entire rooms,
the goal of air conditioning in an occupied
zone is not to provide the same conditions for the complete area, but rather to
focus on the immediate environment of
the people present.

Since they take into account only a single person, these values are naturally low.
A higher concentration of people, with a
subsequent increase of lighting, causes
considerably higher overall cooling loads,
which in some cases can even increase
due to façade design. Often, this leads
to a situation in which a space only has
to be heated short-term before a scheduled event. Of course, not only do cooling requirements have to be taken into
account, but appropriate ventilation and
air flow is essential to track, as densely
occupied spaces also carry high CO2 and
VOC emissions as well as increased overall humidity.

To do this, it is necessary to consider the
“seated person”, whose relatively low
levels of activity are calculated based
on metabolic rates and heat output for
an individual person, which, according
to EN 13779, generally falls between
0.8 and 1.2 met (metabolic unit) and
55 and 75 W of sensible heat per person
(Table A ).

Activity
met a)

Total heat
W . person-1 b)

Sensible heat
W . person-1

Reclined

0.8

80

55

Relaxed sitting

1.0

100

70

Sitting activity
(office, school)

1.2

125

75

Light standing activity
(shopping, light industry)

1.6

170

85

2.0

210

105

3.4

360

120

Moderate standing activity
(salesman, machine work)
Walking, 5 km . h-1
a)
b)

1 met = 58 W/m2
Rounded values for a human body with an area of 1.8 m2 . person-1

A Heat generation by a person during various activities (air temperature 24 °C), EN 13779:2007
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Category

Category

Maximum indoor CO2 levels
compared to outdoor levels

Unit

Minimum outdoor air volume
flow rate per person

ppm
Usual range

Usual range

Standard value

Standard value

IDA 1

≤ 400

350

IDA 1

IDA 2

400 – 600

500

IDA 2

l/s/person

10 – 15

12.5

IDA 3

600 – 1 000

800

IDA 3

l/s/person

6 – 10

8

IDA 4

> 1 000

1 200

IDA 4

l/s/person

< 6

5

B Max. indoor CO2 level according to EN 13779:2007

Category

l/s/person

> 15

20

C Min. outdoor air flow rate according to EN 13779:2007 (abstract)

Flow rate/person

Flow rate of contaminants resulting from building emissions
Very low-emissions buildings
l/(s . m2)

l/s/pers

Low-emissions buildings
l/(s . m2)

Non-low-emissions buildings
l/(s . m2)

I

10

0.5

1.0

2.0

II

7

0.35

0.7

1.4

III

4

0.2

0.4

0.8

D Recommended air flow rates per person and l/s per m2 base area, EN 15251:2012-12

General guidelines

Regarding CO2 oncentrations, EN 13779
defines a set of four classification categories, IDA 1 to 4, for indoor air quality
(table B ). The values given for CO2 concentrations correspond to recommended
values based on energy calculations
and requirement controls according to
EN 15251 standards.

Legend
qp = Ventilation rate for occupancy or
use per person
qB = Ventilation rate referred to building
emissions
qtot = Total ventilation rate of the room

Building
or room
type

There is a wide array of standards and
guidelines that deal with design and
evaluation parameters, including benchmarks, for ventilation systems.

Category

EN 13779 likewise gives specifications
for minimum outdoor air volume flow
rates per person in the above-mentioned
four categories (table C ).

Auditorium
or lecture
hall

Based on these values and methodologies, appropriate rates of air flow can be
calculated for different building and room
types and for varying levels of both building occupancy and emissions (table E ).
Although the EN 15251 values in the table are based on a thorough mixing of air
in a given room. In cases where air distribution is not consistent and this can be
reliably detected (EN 13779), the ventilation rate can be adjusted accordingly for
the sake of efficiency (see pages 6 and 7).

Base
surface area

qp

qB

qtot

qB

qtot

qB

qtot

m2/person

l/(s . m2)

l/(s . m2)

l/(s . m2)

l/(s . m2)

l/(s . m2)

l/(s . m2)

l/(s . m2)

Occupied

Conference
room

EN 15251 divides minimum outdoor air
volume flow rates per person into three
categories which are increased in relation
to three classes of site-specific airborne
building emissions (table D ).

Very low-emissions
buildings

Low-emissions
buildings

Non-low-emissions
buildings

I

2.0

5.0

0.5

5.5

1.0

6.0

2.4

7.0

II

2.0

3.5

0.35

3.8

0.7

4.2

1.4

4.9

III

2.0

2.0

0.2

2.2

0.4

2.4

0.8

2.8

I

0.75

15.0

0.5

15.5

0.1

16.0

2.0

17.0

II

0.75

10.5

0.35

10.8

0.7

11.2

1.4

11.9

III

0.75

6.0

0.2

6.2

0.4

6.4

0.8

6.8

E Ventilation rates for conference rooms, auditoriums, and lecture halls are calculated as l/s per m² base surface area, EN 15251:2012-12 (abstract)
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Building /
room type

Activ- Cateity gory
met

Individual office
Open plan office
Conference room
Auditorium
1.2
Cafeteria
Restaurant
Classroom

Operative
temperature

Maximum mean
air velocity 1)

°C

°C

m/s

m/s

Summer
(cooling
periods)

Winter
(heating
periods)

Summer
(cooling
periods)

Winter
(heating
periods)

A

24.5 ± 1.0

22.0 ± 1.0

0.12

0.10

B

24.5 ± 1.5

22.0 ± 2.0

0.19

0.16

C

24.5 ± 2.5

22.0 ± 3.0

0.24

0.21 2)

F Design criteria for rooms in different types of buildings according to EN ISO 7730:2006
“Ergonomics of the thermal environment”

General guidelines

Seated, inactive people are particularly at
risk of draughts, especially during sedentary activities such as those at a theatre
or opera house – a risk further exacerbated by documented biological differences
between the sexes (i.e., that women are
generally more sensitive to draughts than
men). For this reason, localized low air
velocities, especially at foot level, must
be carefully controlled in assembly rooms
with exacting requirements. For this purpose, EN ISO 7730 contains appropriate
design criteria and standards (table F ).
Radiant temperature asymmetry between
ceiling, wall, and floor also has important
comfort-related effects and therefore
should remain below 5 K in large event
spaces. To this effect, return air temperatures should not exceed 30 – 32 °C, and
temperature differences between head
and ankle of a seated person in such a

space should not go above 2 K, while the
surface temperature of the floor should
range from 19 to 29 °C. These requirements correspond to climate category A
of EN ISO 7730.
Another important criterion for comfort
concerns the sound pressure levels. Naturally, the requirements for many places
of assembly are relatively strict, since for
example when an actor whispers on the
stage or an orchestra plays a piece pianissimo, too much ambient noise interferes with the audience’s ability to enjoy
the show. EN 15251 provides reference
values for A-weighted sound pressure
levels (table G ), though it is also important to note that any estimation of relevant
sound pressure levels must be frequency
dependent. For this reason, noise rating
curves are used (NC, NR) 3).

Sound pressure level dB(A)
Building

Type of room

Typical
range

Standard
design spec

Places of
assembly

Auditoria
Libraries
Theatres
Courtrooms
Museums

30 – 35
28 – 35
30 – 35
30 – 40
28 – 35

33
30
33
35
30

G Reference values for A-weighted sound pressure levels according to EN 15251:2012-12

1)

2)
3)
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The maximum mean air velocity is based on a 40% turbulence intensity and an air temperature which
is equal to the operative temperature. Both for summer and winter, the lower temperature of the range
is selected.
Below a threshold of 20 °C
NC: Noise Criteria, NR: Noise Rate
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Local mean air velocity in m/s

0.40

Tu 20 %, DR 20 %
Tu 40 %, DR 20 %
Tu 20 %, DR 10 %
Tu 40 %, DR 10 %

0.35

0.30

Displacement
ventilation
system

0.25

Turbulent
mixing
system

0.20
0.15

Tu = Turbulence intensity
DR = Draught Rating

0.10
0.05
0.00
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Local air temperature in °C
4 Maximum allowable indoor air velocity according to EN ISO 7730:2006 (abstract)

State-of-the-art
air distribution systems

In order to further hash out the details of
a conceptual design, it is necessary to
determine whether everyone who uses
a given space has the same needs or
if some customization is required. This
is especially vital when selecting an air
distribution system and the associated
products that go with it.

The various air distribution systems also
differ in terms of their evaluation criteria:

It all comes down to adjustability and
quality for the microclimate in question,
and thus the choice of air distribution systems relies on three options to consider:

Definitions

Turbulent mixing ventilation
Displacement ventilation
Mixing displacement ventilation
As the name suggests, turbulent mixing
ventilation provides a good mixing of supply air and indoor air, whereas displacement ventilation ideally offers primary
air quality. It follows logically that mixed
displacement ventilation depends on the
design of these first two.
According to EN 13779 and EN ISO 7730,
higher maximum local air velocities are allowed with displacement ventilation than
with turbulent mixing ventilation 4 . This
is due to the different turbulence intensities inherent to these two types:
Characteristic turbulence intensity for
mixing ventilation: Tu = 40%
Characteristic turbulence intensity for
displacement ventilation: Tu = 20%

Ventilation efficiency
Heat load factor
Pollutant load factor

Ventilation efficiency:
εv

= (Cre – Csu) / (Cin – Csu)

εv

= Ventilation efficiency

Cre = Concentration of impurities in
return air [mg/m3]
Csu = Concentration of impurities in
supply air [mg/m3]
Cin = Concentration of impurities in
indoor air [mg/m3]
Heat load factor:
mW = Qoz / Qr = (tin – tsu) / (tre – tsu)
Thermal load in occupied zone Qoz
Thermal load of room Qr
Pollutant load factor:
mS = Cp, oz / Cp, re
Pollutant conc. in occupied zone Cp, oz
Pollutant conc. in return air Cp, re

www.krantz.de
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Installation

Ceiling

Ventilation type

Floor

MV

Wall

Façade

HV

HV

DV

MV

HV

DV

MV

HV

DV

Air distribution

Max. cooling
load in W/m2

60

100

80

100

40

60

60

40

60

80

40

Temp. diff. supply
air–indoor air at
1 m height, in K

–3 to –5

–8 to –12

–6 to –8

–6 to –8

–1 to –3

–4 to –6

–6 to –8

–1 to –4

–4 to –6

–6 to –8

–1 to –3

Temp. diff. supply
air–return air in K

–3 to –5

–8 to –12

–7 to –10

–8 to –12

–2 to –7

–4 to –6

–7 to –10

–2 to –8

–4 to –6

–7 to –10

–2 to –7

1

1

1.2

1.5

2

1

1.2

2

1

1.2 – 1.5

2

Tangential
discharge
by slot
diffuser

Twist outlet
or highinduction
slot
diffuser

Highinduction
slot
diffuser

Floor
twist
diffuser

Plinth outlet
or round
floor diffuser

Wall slot
or grille

Slot
diffuser

Wall displacement
diffuser

Slot or
window
air curtain
unit

Twist
induction
diffuser

Displacement
diffuser

Ventilation efficiency
Type of
outlets

MV = Mixing ventilation, DV = Displacement ventilation, HV = Hybrid ventilation
H Ventilation efficiency for different air distribution systems (Source: VDI 3804)

ventilation from “low to high level” is
always more advantageous because
it can be implemented through a floorbased air distribution system. With a
displacement ventilation system one
must pay close attention to the vertical
temperature gradient 5 whereas a mixing ventilation system achieves a uniform
temperature stratification over the entire
room height.

For all three evaluation criteria, “Turbulent
mixing ventilation with ceiling and/or wall
air outlets” carries a ventilation efficiency
of value 1. In other words, the heat loads
and pollutant concentrations which accompany these ventilation systems are
as high in occupied zones as in the entire
room, which means that temperatures,
pollutant concentrations, and humidity
levels are the same in both indoor and
return air (table H ).
Therefore the following
values can be considered according to the
air distribution system:

2.50

Ventilation efficiency
between 1.0 and 2.00

2.00

Heat load
between 1.0 and 0.45
Pollutant load
between 1.0 and 0.25
Displacement flow performs significantly better than turbulent mixing ventilation. In fact,

Return air

2.75

Height above the floor in m

State-of-the-art
air distribution systems

Floor twist
outlet
Ceiling twist
outlet

1.50

Wall displacement
outlet

1.00
Floor
displacement
outlet

0.50

0.00
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Supply air
Indoor air temperature in °C
5 Measured vertical temperature gradients
for different air distribution systems
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6 Lecture Hall

Areas of application
and examples

7 Theatre

Microclimate technology and related
products have numerous applications
and can be utilized in a wide variety of
building types, the most important of
those being:
Theatres
Concert halls / opera houses
Cinemas
Convention centres
Lecture halls
Sports facilities
Stadiums

Of course, specific air conditioning and
ventilation solutions have to be worked
out on a case-by-case basis between
client and design consultant and, at the
very least, meet all demands regarding
comfort and reliability in the occupied
zone.

8 Stadium

www.krantz.de
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In the ceiling area

In front of walls or galleries

Microclimate-oriented

In lower wall areas

In steps

Through seat legs

Through the floor

9 Air distribution system options for large assembly rooms

Spatial conditions and
air distribution systems
– Options and
– Solutions

The spatial conditions of different assembly rooms are, as a matter of course, quite
distinct and therefore must be evaluated
and analyzed based on their individual setup. That being said, many air distribution
system options 9 can be combined with
one another.

The solution depicted in figure 10 is suboptimal because the use of ventilation
grilles, louvred outlets and slot diffusers
built into the air duct and generating a
tangential flow leads to poor air mixing,
cold air dropping, and draughts.

For theatres, concert halls, opera houses,
cinemas, convention centres, and lecture
halls, many spatial characteristics are
similar. Quite often, these spaces contain:
Legend

Spacious and high-ceilinged rooms
Sloping floors
Stepped, stadium-style seating
Grand circle galleries/balconies
No windows

l

Louvred grille, horizontally
and vertically adjustable

lI Standard louvred outlet
lII Standard louvred or
linear slot diffuser

ϑReturn air ≈ ϑRoom

l
lI

Poor air mixing:
cold air dropping
lII

10 Typical profile of an assembly room

www.krantz.de
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ϑReturn air ≈ ϑRoom

l

Jet nozzle:
Long throw, but discharged
air must be directed upwards
to prevent draughts caused
by downward jet deviation

lI

Linear whirl outlet:
shorter throw; intense mixing
prevents dropping of cold air

Legend
l

Swivel jet nozzle

lI Linear whirl outlet
11 Assembly room with improved air distribution system

Spatial conditions and
air distribution systems
– Options and
– Solutions

By making changes to the air distribution
system to include wall-placed swivel jet
nozzles and linear whirl outlets from Krantz,
the air mixing, temperature uniformity,
and subsequent thermal comfort 11
are all vastly improved, and the ventilation
efficiency becomes 1.

What’s more, the implementation of a
system solution utilizing swivel jet outlets
and radial outlets from Krantz provides,
with the same level of ventilation efficiency, still-greater improvements in terms of
draught-free air distribution and thermal
comfort 12 .

ϑReturn air ≈ ϑRoom
l

lI

Adjustable throw

Intense air mixing:
ventilation with low velocity;
no dropping of cold air

lII

12 Assembly room with further improved air distribution system
Legend
l

Adjustable and swivel jet outlet

lI Variable twist outlet
lII Radial outlet

www.krantz.de
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ϑReturn air ≤ 30 °C

ϑHead ≈ 23 °C

Displacement
ventilation:
lower flow rates;
fresher air for occupants;
vertical temperature
gradient ≤ 2 K/m

.
VSupply air ≤ 21 l/s/m

Nozzles
blow the heat
away from the
front row

lV
ϑSupply air ≥ 19 °C

lII

ϑHead ≈ 23°C
ϑAnkle ≥ 21 °C
.
VSupply air ≤ 14 l/s/seat

ϑ. Supply air ≥ 20 °C
VSupply air ≤ 85 l/s/m

Legend
l

ϑAnkle ≥ 21 °C

Rectangular wall displacement outlets

l

lI Seat displacement outlets

lI

ϑSupply air ≥ 20 °C

lII Step twist outlets
lV Small jet nozzles or custom parapet outlets
13 Assembly room with displacement outlets integrated into seating and steps, and coupled with
small jet nozzles or custom parapet outlets to shield the gallery

Spatial conditions
air distribution systems
– Options and
– Solutions

By moving to a solution that combines
displacement outlets integrated directly
into seating and steps along with outlets
to protect the gallery from rising heat and
stale air 13 , it becomes possible to further raise the comfort level and ventilation
efficiency (to a value of 2), while maintaining a temperature difference between
head and ankle of no more than 2 K.

An alternative solution could employ slot
diffusers in seatbacks, coupled with step
and floor twist outlets in the gallery 14 .
Here too the gallery would be shielded by
small jet nozzles or custom parapet outlets. In this case, the ventilation efficiency
is 1.5.

ϑReturn air ≤ 30 °C

ϑHead ≈ 22.5 °C
ϑAnkle ≥ 21 °C

Nozzles
.
lII
blow the heat VSupply air ≤ 10 l/s/seat
away from the
V
front row
Mixing ventilation in the
lV
ϑSupply air ≥ 18 °C
lower occupied zone:
lower volume flow rates;
fresher air for occupants;
ϑHead ≈ 24 °C
vertical temperature gradient
ϑAnkle ≥ 23.5 °C
.
0.5 – 1.5 K/m, depending
VSupply air ≤ 11 l/s/seat
on outlet type
lI
ϑ. Supply air ≥ 20 °C
VSupply air ≤ 85 l/s/m
l

ϑSupply air ≥ 18 °C

14 Assembly room with induction outlets in the seatbacks, step and floor twist outlets, and shielding
of the gallery with small jet nozzles or custom parapet outlets
Legend
l

Rectangular wall displacement outlets

lI Seatback induction outlets
lII Floor twist outlets
lV Step twist outlets
V Small jet nozzles or custom parapet outlets

www.krantz.de
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The product portfolio from Krantz
air distribution systems includes not
only custom solutions for assembly
rooms, but also a vast spectrum
of additional possibilities for a wide
variety of requirements and applications.
Ceiling outlets
Wall outlets
Floor outlets
Displacement outlets
for commercial applications
Displacement outlets
for industrial applications

 http://www.krantz.de/
15 Linear whirl outlets WL-2 in the entry way of the Kursaal convention centre with casino, Ostend / B

Technical product features and data for
all microclimate products are listed in
table I .

Available microclimate
products
Outlet type

Seat outlets
MD-J
Q-ST
BF-ST (custom model) *)
Step outlets
Q-SR 50
Q-SR 80/100
Q-SL e.g. 120 x L
Q-SV *) e.g. 300 x 140
DS-DD 63/100
DS-RA 80/100
DS-BA 150
SD-L e.g. 480 x 80
Floor outlets
DB-E 200 (DOB; AL/PC)
DB-D 200 (DOB; AL/PC)
Q-B 200 (DOB; AL)
Desk outlets
M-LTI (with pre-induction)
M-LTK (without pre-induction)
M-HP

Adjust- ML /
ability QL /
MQL

max.
air volume flow

max. Cooling
∆p
mode:
min.
ϑsu

Cooling
mode:
max.
∆ϑsu-in

Cooling
mode:
max.
∆ϑsu-re

max.
LWA

Nominal
sizes

l/s

m3/h

Pa

°C

K

K

dB(A)

mm

2)

ML
QL
MQL

11
14
20

40
50
72

65
28
8

18
20
19

–6
–4
–5

–12
–12
–12

19
16
14

n/s
100/127/190
465 x 235

fixed
fixed

QL
QL

5.6
10/17

20
35/60

22
42

19
19

–5
–4

–10
–12

26
27

50
80/100

fixed

QL
QL
ML
ML
ML
ML

21 [1/m]
28
3.3/10
7/10
10
12.5

19
19
18
18
18
18

–4
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5

–12
–11
–12
–12
–12
–12

15
31
16
24/18
12
22

variable
variable
63/100
80/100
150
variable

ML
ML
QL

11
11
11

40
40
40

21
21
23

18
18
20

–5
–5
–4

–12
–12
–12

17
17
18

200
200
200

1), 2)

ML
ML

11
11

40
40

43
43

18
19

–6
–5

–12
–11

33
30

variable
variable

fixed

ML

11

40

33

18

–6

–12

25

variable

fixed
fixed

2)

fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
1)
1), 2)
1)

1), 2)

75 [1/m]
18
100
32
12/35
22
25/35 18/22
35
20
45
12

Adjustability: 1) Air flow, 2) Air jet direction
Abbreviations: DOB: Raised floor, AL/PC: Aluminum/Polycarbonate
*) By request
I Overview of microclimate outlets

www.krantz.de
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18 Multiplex seat outlet BF-ST with mixed
displacement ventilation (Experimental set-up)

16 Multiplex jet bundle elements

17 Multiplex seat outlet BF-ST (by request)

19 Multiplex seat outlet BF-ST with mixed
displacement ventilation (Flow visualization)

Available microclimate
products

When selecting suitable air outlets, the
necessities of comfort and room acoustics are paramount. Step and floor outlets can largely be installed regardless
of seating arrangements, whereas seat,
chair and desk outlets must be more
thoroughly integrated in order to be fully
utilized. For this reason, a detailed consultation with the manufacturer of the
relevant seating is necessary. As for floor
outlets, there are designs for raised floors
and floor voids, made from aluminium or
polycarbonate.
Maximum air volumes are mainly designed
according to higher-order standards for
non-smoking areas like EN 13779, and
EN 15251. Likewise, sound power levels
follow the stated norm for large assembly rooms, with corresponding pressure
drops at low levels. Because of the decreased air volume flow rate, only small
and compact products are suitable, and
for microclimates, no long-range systems
are required.
The following are just a few of the products for microclimate environments that
Krantz has to offer.

www.krantz.de

To begin with, “multiplex” or “jet bundle
elements” technology is employed by
Krantz in numerous outlets, including wall
outlets, parapet outlets, outlets for fan coil
units, and even outlets used in microclimate seating. These multiplex outlets 16
contain their own nozzles which can be
adjusted to any angle.
Multiplex technology is very versatile and
can be used in a variety of settings, including multiplex outlets for sheer mixing ventilation and broad multiplex outlets for mixed displacement ventilation
which include a perforated front plate.
This technology is ideally suited for optimized, project-specific solutions and can
generally be adapted to whatever spatial
conditions and individual requirements
are presented.
The positive characteristics of multiplex
technology also come into play for broad
multiplex outlets built into seats or seat
assemblies 17 . As a matter of course for
Krantz, technical features, functionality,
and specifications related to outlets are
optimized through laboratory testing 18
and aligned to specific requirements regardless of whether they are standard
products or project specific. Acoustic
studies and flow visualizations are likewise standard practice 19 .

13

20 Linear step twist outlet SD-L

22 Floor twist outlet DB-E

with microslot technology (by request)

for turbulent mixing ventilation

21 Adjustable step displacement outlet Q-SV

23 Rotary floor twist outlet DB-D

24 Floor displacement outlet Q-B-DN 200

(by request)

Available microclimate
products

Additionally, newly developed microslot
technology is perfectly suited for a
wide variety of applications and has already been incorporated into numerous
Krantz products, including step twist
outlets 20 . The design and dimensions
of these products can be easily adapted to all project-specific requirements.
Microslot technology carries other keen
advantages as well, such as relatively
high flow rates which do not result in serious pressure drops or sound power level
increases. Krantz uses these advantages
in ceiling and wall outlets, in combination
with Fan Coil Units, as well as in cleanroom systems.
Similarly, the newly developed step displacement outlet Q-SV 21 offers an
equally flexible design and allows for
an easily varied distribution of air flow
through a perforated front plate as well
as an adjustable slot surrounding the diffuser.

In some cases, a vertically-inclined air
jet is particularly advantageous, such
as when trying to keep supply air away
from the calf and knee areas of a seated person. The rotary floor twist outlet
DB-D 23 generates this discharge pattern
exactly, and the slanted jet of air can be
adjusted individually simply by turning the
outlet element.
The floor displacement outlet Q-B-DN 200
24 , with an air discharge element made
from aluminium, produces a radial, horizontal flow with low turbulence 25 .
When used under seating in assembly
rooms, all floor outlets are fitted with the
specially developed distributor basket
VL. This distributor basket generates a
uniform distribution of air with appropriate pressure drop and very low sound
power level.

In order to optimize microclimates in large
assembly rooms, floor outlets should
preferably be positioned beneath fixed
seating.
To that end, the most commonly installed floor outlet is the floor twist outlet
DB-E 22 with highly-turbulent, rotationallysymmetrical vertical mixed flow which
causes a large induction effect in the surrounding area. The DB-E is designed for
mounting in raised floors, and is suitable
for connection to a “pressurised plenum”
system or, with connection box, to a “duct
connection” system. The twist element of
the DB-E outlet in size DN 200 can be
manufactured in aluminium or plastic.

www.krantz.de

25 Floor displacement outlet Q-B-DN 200 with
distributor basket VL
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26 Step twist outlet DS-RA-DN 80

27 Step displacement outlet Q-SL

Available microclimate
products

28 Step displacement outlet Q-SR

The step twist outlet DS-RA-DN 80 26
was developed for mounting into step
fronts made from concrete or calciumsilicate panels having a low overall height
(step height 130 mm). Depending on the
desired supply air volume flow rate, up to
two outlets per person can be set side
by side. Additionally, the step twist outlet DS-RA-DN 80 is easily installed and
carries low sound power levels and high
thermal comfort. Krantz also provides
step twist outlets in larger sizes for bigger steps.

29 Seat displacement outlet Q-ST

In event spaces with fixed seating and flat
or slightly sloping floors, air outlets that
are fully integrated into the seating are often chosen. The seat displacement outlet Q-ST 29 is an excellent solution. This
outlet is connected to a pressurized floor
plenum. The load-bearing round seat
leg is designed as a perforated cylinder
which distributes the supply air. The air
flows radially from the seat leg with very
low, uniform speed, at low turbulence,
along the floor. With this outlet, high air
volume flow rates up to 14 l/s [50 m3/h]
can be achieved.

The step displacement outlets Q-SL 27
and Q-SR 28 are perfectly suitable for
low-turbulence air distribution. These outlets are also installed directly into the step
front, and are available with rectangular or round faceplates. The rectangular
shape is primarily used in rooms with high
acoustic and thermal comfort demands,
whereas round step displacement outlets
are most often seen in lecture halls and
sports facilities.

www.krantz.de
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Theater am Kornmarkt, Bregenz / A

References

Theater am Kornmarkt, Bregenz
Products from Krantz were installed at
the “Theater am Kornmarkt”. These included, in the foyer:
Ceiling twist outlets DD-N
Linear whirl outlets WL
and in the theatre room itself:
Seat displacement outlets Q-ST and
Step twist outlets DS-DD

Seat displacement outlets Q-ST

www.krantz.de

Step twist outlets DS-DD
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Carl Maria von Weber University of Music, Dresden

References

Carl Maria von Weber
University of Music, Dresden
Carl Maria von Weber University of Music
in Dresden is a public vocational institute
at the university level. It was founded February 1st, 1856, as a private conservatory
and acquired university status following
World War II. Currently, there are around
600 students studying at here.
The work they do is focused on both orchestral training, which takes place under
the supervision of numerous musicians
from the two major orchestras of Dresden, as well as operatic instruction, with
two complete opera productions put on
per school year. A Jazz/Rock/Pop specialization was founded here in the fall of
1962 and is the oldest of its kind in Germany.

Floor twist outlets DB-E

Krantz delivered rectangular displacement outlets Q-R for the stage of a concert hall, as well as floor twist outlets
DB-E and rectangular step displacement
outlets Q-SL for its audience seating.

Step displacement outlets Q-SL

Photograph: Luc Saalfeld FOTOGRAFIK,
BBK / Saxon Association of Artists, Dresden
(Photos page 17)

www.krantz.de
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Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow / RUS

References

Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow
Microclimate-based restoration of the
Bolshoi Theatre was carried out using an
optimized planning process and extensive CFD calculations, which were proven
to be highly accurate when later verified.
In order to manage the complexities of
the project, three simplified CFD models
were developed:
the single person/outlet model
the balcony model
the top level seating model

www.krantz.de

distributions of air temperature and air velocity were thus calculated.
The resulting measurements served to
confirm both the validity of the models
and the precision of the simulation and
calculation results, as a good level of concurrence between CFD-calculated results
and measured results was obtained.

For the single person/outlet model, particular focus was placed on floor twist
and floor displacement outlets, and the

As was done for Bolshoi Theatre, this
method of combining CFD calculations
and laboratory testing is standard for all
large projects and is an invaluable approach for achieving positive overall results.

Floor twist outlet DB-E

Floor displacement outlet Q-B
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Experimental testing of the floor twist outlet DB-E and floor displacement outlet Q-B

References

Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow

CFD simulation for a single sitting person with a floor displacement outlet under the seat

Temperature in °C

25.0

24.5

24.0

23.5

23.0

Simulation
Measured

22.5
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Height in m
Comparison of the CFD calculation results and measured values
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Eurogress Aachen, Europe Hall
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Eurogress Aachen, Europe Hall
The international convention centre Eurogress in Aachen was first constructed in
the 1970s, and in 2005, renovations and
modifications were carried out in the Europe Hall (pictured above), during which
the walls were covered by curved metal
mesh panels whose interlocking structure
is reminiscent of fish scales.
For this unique space, various air distribution systems were combined together to
produce seamless air distribution. At the
leading edge of the gallery, electricallyadjustable swivel jet nozzles were installed. Below the gallery, supply air was
discharged through linear ceiling outlets.
Supply air was also brought to the gallery
by linear displacement diffusers integrated into the railing balustrade and blowing
air upwards at a low velocity.
In the stage area, special Multiplex outlets were installed behind the metal mesh
panels (fig. enlargement). The purpose of
this was to allow supply air to be spread
out as much as desired using small, slanted jet nozzle bundles. The air flow rate
per person was 10 l/s
[35 m³/h]. Through this
refurbishment, it was
also possible to attain
an acoustical condition
necessary for a modern concert hall.

Swivel jet nozzle DW-V2

Combination of rectangular displacement outlets
and linear step displacement outlets with integrated honeycombing to direct air flow

Multiplex outlet in the stage area

www.krantz.de
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Muziekgebouw aan ´t IJ Amsterdam / NL

References

Muziekgebouw aan ´t IJ
Amsterdam / NL
The concert hall “Muziekgebouw aan
´t IJ” is a venue for contemporary classic music. Lying on the IJ, Amsterdam’s
scenic waterfront, the site first opened
its doors in 2005. The ceiling, walls and
floor are all designed to be flexible and
movable, and so for this space, Krantz

developed jet nozzles in specially-made
discharge chambers which were then integrated into side walls. In the hall itself,
modified seat displacement outlets were
put into place, and now the concert hall
offers breathtaking acoustics second to
none.

Seat displacement outlets Q-ST

www.krantz.de
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The Landtag of North Rhine Westphalia, Düsseldorf

References

The Landtag of North Rhine
Westphalia, Düsseldorf
The Landtag of North Rhine Westphalia
was completely renovated and updated
in 2012. They opted for an air distribution
concept in which low-turbulence supply
air was discharged into the delegate area
of the chamber through special displacement outlets installed behind perforated
wood panelling attached to delegates’
desks. For the supply air ducts, connected beneath the desks under very
tight conditions, a volume flow controller
together with an extremely shallow sound
absorber also had to be accommodated.

Custom-built fixed-desk outlet

www.krantz.de

In February 2012, Krantz received the
work order to develop, produce, and deliver a custom solution using its own R&D
facilities, and for this reason, a number of
extensive indoor air flow experiments at a
1:1 scale were performed.
As part of the remodelling efforts, a total
of 285 parliamentary places were each
supplied with 17 l/s [60 m3/h] supply air,
draught-free, and the room as a whole
was able to maintain an ambitiously low
sound pressure level of under 30 dB(A).

Indoor air flow experiments
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Jassim-Bin-Hamad-Stadium, Doha / Q

References

Al-Sadd Sports Club, Doha, Qatar

Krantz has extensive experience in air
conditioning places of assembly and
sports arenas, including the Lanxess Arena in Cologne, the Arena Oberhausen,
the Ice Arena Wolfsburg, sports arenas
in Manchester and Birmingham, and the
Ericsson Globe in Stockholm, none of
which are open to the environment.

The air distribution system, developed in
conjunction with specialist building consultants, includes a duct system running
the length of the field which blows supply air evenly across the pitch. Beneath
the stadium seating, a total of 39,000
step displacement outlets (Q-SR DN 50)
were installed. Three outlets were placed
under each seat in which the supply air
temperature is a mere 19 °C and the
volume flow rate per outlet is 5.5 l/s
[20 m3/h]. Cool air is blown out behind
the seatback, with a part flowing radially
and a part flowing vertically. The spectators thus sit in a completely climate-controlled environment.

In Qatar, however, it is necessary to employ some kind of air-conditioning measures to open-air football stadiums even if
only to make the normal climate conditions bearable for players and spectators.

The Jassim-Bin-Hamad-Stadium is therefore a prototype for air-conditioning solutions in open-air stadiums in which Krantz
microclimate technology has proved to
be successful.

The 2022 World Cup is scheduled to be
held in Qatar, and due to the country’s
proximity to the Persian Gulf, the climate
there is humid, subtropical, and hot all
year round. The humidity hovers at 85%,
and temperatures of 45 °C in summer are
not uncommon.

As one of the first stadiums, the Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium of the Al-Sadd
Sports Clubs in Doha was fitted with
special-made air outlets from Krantz supplying cooled, fresh air.

Step displacement outlet Q-SR DN 50

www.krantz.de
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Floor displacement outlets, Q-B-DN 200,

Sheffield City Hall, Great Britain

Congress Center, Frankfurt am Main

Conclusion

In the planning of event spaces, it is important to recognize that, in addition to
construction and architectural challenges, thermal comfort and acoustic requirements are just as critical. Microclimate
technology and products are especially
well suited for this purpose, as they not
only enable energy efficiency and comfort all in one, but also offer the chance
to reduce the percentage of dissatisfied people in a given space. At the very
least, the growing demand for adequate
room acoustics can only be met using
specially-developed solutions.
At Krantz, there is a wide-ranging and
fully-developed product portfolio already
available for use in microclimate systems
(table, page 12), and this portfolio is constantly being expanded by the addition of
ever-newer products. At www.krantz.de
just about all product-related information
can be found.

Krantz GmbH
Uersfeld 24, 52072 Aachen, Germany
Phone +49 241 441-1
Fax
+49 241 441-555
info@krantz.de
www.krantz.de

For additional information, however, and
project-specific planning, sales representatives and product managers for air
distribution systems from Krantz are also
available for contact.

Further information about
air distribution systems
available here!
Further information about
air distribution systems
for assembly rooms
available here!
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